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Did you see our article in Yare Valley Voice 

last month which looked at all of the      

wonderful uses around the home for Soda 

Crystals? 

We were really grateful to those responsible 

for this publication as it really did help to 

highlight the importance of traditional and 

effective cleaning products. Products which 

are more friendly towards the environment 

whilst being a cheap and effective solution to 

many cleaning issues.  

We sell a wider variety of products from the 

manufacturer of Soda Crystals, products     

including Liquid Soap, Borax Substitute,     

Bicarbonate of Soda, Citric Acid and White 

Vinegar. These products are sold at prices 

well below many of today's high profile 

brands so not only are you able to be kinder 

to the environment you can save money too.  

Liquid Soap contains 

only pure soap so with 

no addit ives  or           

fragrances, great for 

use by people with 

sensitive skin. Liquid 

Soap can be used to 

clean delicate fabrics 

including wool, lace silk 

and leather. It is also 

safe to use on waterproof materials such as 

outdoor clothing. The product dissolves      

instantly so it does not clump in the washing 

machine, particularly if being used at low     

temperatures. This means that it can be used 

to save on the cost of running the washing 

machine at a high temperature.  

As a cleaning product a diluted solution of 

Liquid Soap can be used to clean leather   

settees, car seats, wooden and laminate 

floors, furniture, and floor tiles, including    

delicate natural stone and terracotta. To use 

simply place a small amount of Liquid Soap on 

a damp cloth and wipe the surface clean. 

I hope to include more information about this 

product range on our facebook page over the 

coming weeks. Log onto www.facebook.com/

brundallhomehardware to see more.  

 

Soda Crystal Success... 

Our New Card Range 

We love hearing positive comments from        

customers about our extensive card range. We 

also love finding new card designs. On a recent 

trip to the Cotswold's we identified a new     

company and have started to stock their      

card range.  

A little bit cheeky but we hope you like these      

new cards.  

 

A man’s view of the world... 

Like most men I find the idea 

of reading an instruction   

manual quite abhorrent  as 

clearly men have an inbuilt 

sense of how everything 

should work. Or so I thought.  

The first time I used Gorilla 

Glue I gained a very dim view 

of the product as quite simply 

it did not seem to stick      

anything and made quite a 

mess. Only upon reading the 

back of the packet as I was 

about to throw the glue away 

did I notice that the product 

will only work if one of the 

surfaces has been moistened 

with water. I tried again and 

discovered, in my opinion the 

best adhesive product range 

available today.  

I am now so impressed with 

Gorilla products that we have 

invested in a display of the 

entire product range.  

Gents you will be interested to 

know that many of us have 

failed to read these          

instructions. But the really 

good bit. Most of the ladies 

make the same mistake.   



 

Hedgehog Food 

At home we get real pleasure in feeding the hedgehogs which visit our garden 

every night. Spikes Dinner goes down a real treat. We now have many customers 

who visit us every week to keep their friendly nocturnal visitors happy. We’ve 

increased the range of hedgehog food to provide a little extra variety. Don’t 

forget to put out some water in these high temperatures. Hedgehogs do die from 

dehydration.  

Key cutting…. 

We’re really busy cutting keys at the 

moment. Most likely as everyone is 

getting set for a holiday. Check out 

our prices. We’re cheaper than 

many larger stores. One cylinder 

key £4.25.  

Telephone 01603 714341 

facebook.com/brundallhomehardware 

www.brundallpetandgardencentre.co.uk  

Move over 1976... 
It’s official. The summer of 2018 

is the hottest on record. We will 

be talking about this year for the 

next 40 years.  

There are some specific issues that I 

suspect will arise out of the hot 

weather. There are already   

shortages of products such as   

electric fans and paddling pools 

and these are most unlikely to 

come back into stock any time 

soon .  Mos t  p roduc t s  a re         

manufactured in China and can 

take up to three months to import.  

On a more serious note is the   

affect that the weather is having 

on water supplies and foodstuffs. It 

is always possible that there will 

be a hosepipe ban. However, if 

we are still permitted to use hoses 

we can supply all the necessary 

fittings. Water butts are also   

available when the rain does 

come. You may eventually see 

price rises on grain based      

products and on hay and straw. 

Yields will be down and this will 

make products more expensive. 

Hay and straw used for domestic 

pets will become scarce as farmers 

wish to retain their supplies as  

animal winter feed.  

Your lawn may be looking very 

sorry for itself. However, grass is 

very resilient and will start to 

green up again when rain arrives. 

Perhaps reseeding will help? We 

can advise and supply the       

necessary seed, but please don’t 

try to sow new seed until rain is 

predicted.  

Free local delivery on    

orders over £15.00. Subject 

to availability and weather 

conditions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The English Winter, ending in July to 

recommence in August. Lord Byron.  

Not this this year mate.... 


